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Session 6: Information systems development

Understanding interorganisational systems development
RAMANATH, Ana María; PAUL, Ray J.; MACREDIE, Robert

A case study of a rapid application development project
BEYNON-DAVIES, Paul; MACKAY, Hugh; SLACK, Roger; TUDHOPE,Douglas

Information requirements for decision support in multinational banking
KULJIS, Jasna
Session 7: Information system implementation

Less haste more speed: organisational and implementation issues of patient data management systems in an intensive care unit
MITEV, Nathalie; KERKHAM, Sharon
Implementing SAP R/3 at Queensland departments of transport & main roads: a case study
NIEHUS, Jeff; KNOBEL, Bruce; TOWNLEY-O’NEILL, Richard; GABLE, Guy; STEWART, Glenn
NHSNET: opportunities, problems and lessons for interorganisational systems implementation
POULOUDI, Athanasia

Invited Case-Study paper
IT projects and assessment: benefits funding at the California franchise tax board
GRAESER, Valerie; WILLCOCKS, Leslie

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

Session 1: IT, strategy and the role of management

Information technology in small Slovene firms: is strategic usage bypassed?
LESJAK, Dusan; LYNN, Monty L.; BOBEK, Samo
Assessing top management support for information technologies: a new conceptualization and measure
BASSELLIER, Genevieve; PINSONNEAULT, Alain
Using information technologies for strategic repositioning
TILLQUIST, John
Impacts of the European Monetary Union on financial institutions: a research approach for information systems strategy
PEREIRA, Manuel Joao; TAVARES, Luis Valadares

Session 2: Web based developments

Use of the Internet to support sales and marketing
STRAUSAK, Nicole
Exploring bookstores on the Internet: an economic perspective
LOEBBECKE, Claudia; SIEBER, Pascal
The virtual market place?: Implications from the financial services sector
KNIGHTS, David; NOBLE, Faith; VURDUBAKIS, Theo; WILLMOTT, Hugh
Electronic web-based auctions: theory and practice
VAN HECK, Eric; KOPPIUS, Otto; VERVEST, Peter
Session 3: Information systems: design and development issues

National differences in diffusion and design of production management information systems
SWAN, Jacky; NEWELL, Sue; ROBERTSON, Maxine
An interorganisational coordination system to support inland container transport
DEN HENGST-BRUGGELING, Marielle
Interorganisational knowledge sharing during coopetition
LOEBBECKE, Claudia; VAN FENEMA, Paul C.
Use of information technologies by dispersed workgroups
LEFIEVRE, Valérie
Group support systems and productivity in four national cultures
ATKINSON, Doug; PERVAN, Graham

Session 4: Interorganizational systems

An interorganisational coordination system to support inland container transport
DEN HENGST-BRUGGELING, Marielle
Interorganisational knowledge sharing during coopetition
LOEBBECKE, Claudia; VAN FENEMA, Paul C.
Use of information technologies by dispersed workgroups
LEFIEVRE, Valérie
Group support systems and productivity in four national cultures
ATKINSON, Doug; PERVAN, Graham

Session 5: IT: applications and issues

Managing IT-Infrastructures: a search for hidden costs
VAN HILLEGERSBERG, Jos; ALTES, Philip Korthals
Using groupware to support knowledge management in a knowledge-intensive firm
ROBERTSON, Maxine; SØRENSEN, Carsten; SWAN, Jacky
Business networks within the information technology (IT) industry -towards a research object-
DITTEWIG, Karin
Playing with Lego: IT, coordination and global supply management in a world leader toy manufacturing enterprise
CHATFIELD, Akemi Takeoka; ANDERSEN, Kim Viborg

Session 6: Computers and learning

The development of computer supported co-operative mathematics learning at South African community learning centres
MATTHEE, Machdel; ROODE, Dewald
Mall-oriented services in an electronic education market
BODENDORF, Freimut; LANGENBACH, Christian
Computer Supported Problem Based Learning. The case of project failure
NULDÉN, Urban; SCHEEPERS, Helana

Generic attributes of IS graduates - an Australian study
SNOKE, Robert; UNDERWOOD, Alan

PANELS

Organization and Information Cultures in Knowledge Management Initiatives
LEIDNER, Dorothy E.; JARVENPAA, Sirkka; TUOMI, Ilkka; ALAVI, Maryam

See You, See Me: Teaching MIS using Videoconference
MCKEEN, James D.; HOPE, Beverley; PARENT, Michael

From EDIFACT to Internet EDI
TAN, Margaret; BAILE, Serge; FARHOOMAND, Ali; ANDERSEN, Kim Viborg

Methodical Systems Development in the Era of Visual Programming and World Wide Web
AVISON, David; NANDHAKUMAR, Joe; ROSSI, Matti; SIAU, Keng; TRUEX, Duane

Developing the MBA Course for the Information Society
EMBEOGLU, Nikos; PRASTACOS, Gregory; LOEBBECKE, Claudia; VAN BAALEN, Peter; VLAHOS, Kiriakos; VAN WASSENHOVE, Luk

A World-Wide Tourist in the Age of the World-Wide Web
WERTHNER, Hannes; DENNIS, Peter; FESENMEIER, Daniel R.; KLEIN, Stefan; MARGREITER, Josef

East and West of IS
IVANOV, Kristo; CIBORRA, Claudio U.
Organizational information systems 'as process or as product' of human cognition and communication
LE MOIGNE, Jean-Louis

Doing and Writing up Case Study Research
CHRISTIAANSE, Ellen; O'CALLAGHAN, Ramon; WHITLEY, Edgar; WILLCOCKS, Leslie

Teaching and research of the I.S. discipline in faculties of Economics and Business Administration: trends and perspectives
DE MARCO, Marco; CALSSON, Christer; DAVIS, Gordon B.; GRAUER, Davis; MAES, Rick

PLENARY SESSIONS

Session 1:
A little bit of hardware in a software world
MAES, Philippe